Mitzy’s Party
By
Mashall Ever

8 Ball Clown

MITZY’S PARTY
Ext. Late afternoon
Mitzy’s dad was the security guard at the tv station - he
was killed by 8 Ball and Jolly Pop - who then find all of
the birthday items and decide they can come and entertain
the group. So it starts off with them entertaining as clowns
and takes a turn for the worse.
There is a group of people gathered in the back yard of a
house, several children as well as adults. There is a table
setup with food, drinks, and cake. There are some balloons
around and everyone is just kind of mingling.
There is a projector setup with a sheet and it’s playing a
movie (this is not a requirement) - the movie is 8 Ball
Clown.
You hear a loud commotion and then the gate to the yard
opens and two clowns enter. One is playing a saxophone very
horribly and the other is trowing sparkles in the air, they
have sparklers, balloons, confetti.
8 Ball sets a bag down - it’s the bag from the scene where
Mitzy’s dad dies - the bag has his phone in it along with
syringes and other drugs.
JOLLY POP
Dances around hysterically as he plays the saxophone,
screeching horribly
8 BALL
throws the confetti and other things in the air as a
celebration. He dances around in an entertaining way
THE CROWD
Just looks at them in "like what the fuck is going on"
NELSON
Blame that one on your dad
MITZY
I hate clowns!
THE CROWD
Everyone is ok and laughing, the kids get excited about the
clowns and gather around
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8 BALL
entertains the children, tries to blow up balloons, but he
can’t it’s just an epic fail
(just ad-lib here to do some entertaining sort of things mainly B roll video)
THE CROWD
Kids are really excited and some of the adults are getting
into the clown act and enjoying it even though it’s
horrible, Mitzy does not like it.
8 BALL
to Mitzy
How old are you today princess
MITZY
I’m not a princess you fucking
idiot!
8 BALL
becomes a little upset
Oh, you will be
Laughs happily, but laugh turns a little sinister
SHOOTING UP UNCLE SAM
INT. In the bathroom,
the bathroom door opens and there is a man dressed as uncle
sam He jumps when he opens the door as he’s a bit startled
by Jolly Pop
UNCLE SAM
Damn, you scared the hell out of
me. Creepy ass little fucker.
JOLLY POP
stands in his way, does not say anything, just looks at him,
pissed off
UNCLE SAM
yeah, you’re kind of in my way
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JOLLY POP
stands his ground and does not move, just stares at Troy
UNCLE SAM
seriously, this is getting a little
creepy. Look how about you just get
out of the way
JOLLY POP
stands his ground, just stares at the man
UNCLE SAM
alright, I see, this is some sort
of joke or something.
JOLLY POP
laughs and jams a syringe into Uncle Sam
UNCLE SAM
stumbles back into the bathroom, and down to the floor.
JOLLY POP
it’s a tea party bitch, and I just
paid my taxes
UNCLE SAM
is still somewhat conscious, but incapacitated, he really
can’t do anything, he looks scared freaked out not knowing
what the hell is going on
JOLLY POP
draws a smile on his face
closed the bathroom door
MITZY PRINCESS
8 Ball and Jolly Pop are still entertaining, Mitzy goes away
from them as she is pissed, she is on her phone trying to
call her dad
She hears the phone ringing
Mitzy
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pissed off, slightly away from the crowd, she pulls out her
phone to call her dad, but she hears a phone ringing and
it’s coming from the present bag that 8 Ball and Jolly Pop
brought to the party, she walks over to the bag hearing the
ringing and when she hangs up the phone stops ringing, she
then looks in the bag and sees the card, cupcakes and her
dad’s phone with blood on it. plus all the syringes. She is
kind of freaked out when suddenly a hand lands on her
shoulder
8 Ball and Jolly Pop surround her and 8 Ball has his hand on
her shoulder
JOLLY POP
shows her the gun
he does a SHHHHHH with his finger
If you make any sounds, I kill
everyone, you don’t want these
happy people to die
ANITA SHOWS AT PARTY
ext. night time
There is a party for Mitzy - she is the daughter of the
security guard at the tv station and Anita shows up at the
party.
The clowns have been entertaining for a while and the party
has been kind of unsuccessful.
There are two alternatives here one in which Anita shows and
one in which she does not
GAVIN
If it isn’t Anita Foster herself!
Guess you came to interview us
ANITA
Eh, probably not, I’m here for the
birthday girl
MITZY
comes up to Anita and gives her a hug
Thanks for coming Mrs. Anita; have
you seen my dad?
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ANITA
He probably stopped by the bakery,
you know how he is
The camera moves away over to 8 Ball and Jolly Pop. You can
see Anita and the others in the background having a
conversation and laughing, etc.
8 BALL
Jolly this is going to be an
exciting night.
JOLLY POP
Zombies?
8 BALL
Not zombies you idiot, Anita Foster
just dropped in on us (turns anger
face) and oh is she gonna pay
ZOMBIE ATTACK
8 ball and jolly pop are entertaining some kids and other
people at the party.
you see a group of people in the background
either one or two men exit the house, one is wearing an
Uncle Sam costume, they are kind of out of it like zombies,
well because they are zombies, but everyone just thinks they
are drunk off their asses.
JOLLY POP
sees the zombies
Oh, this is going to be fun
8 BALL
Jolly what the fuck did you do?
JOLLY POP
What’s a party without zombies. I
call that one Rob Zombie,
motherfucker always robbing us of
our money.
UNCLE SAM
stumbles around kind of in a drunken drugged up daze, he
bumps into people, then grabs one of the women at the party
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ABBY
What the fuck, get off me you drunk
bastard

tries to push him away
UNCLE SAM
bites Abby, growls crazily
ABBY
knocks uncle sam to the ground and beats him up a bit
People from the party gather around to see what is going on
and to stop it
MATT LAKE
Just sits back, drinking scotch and smiling, sits down in a
chair to watch
Finally a fun party
GAVIN
goes over to break it up
Come on Abby, that’s enough, let
him sleep it off
UNCLE SAM
Grabs Gavin’s leg and bites it
GAVIN
screams Ouch
Mother fucker just bit me
ABBY
gives Uncle Sam a knockout kick to the head
fucking asshole
she starts to stumble a bit and transform to a zombie
GAVIN
Also starts to show signs of turning
ERIK MYERS
Comes over to help Abby
You alright
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ABBY
growls, grabs him, throws him to the ground and Abby and
Gavin proceed to tear him apart, pulling out his guts, but
the funny thing is that Matt Lake, who is not a zombie comes
over and pulls out the guts and holds them into the air
MATT LAKE
Now that’s Weird Maryland
Throws down the guts while chaos ensues, he sits back in his
chair and continues to watch, just drinking scotch. During
the rest of the scene, he just sits there drinking scotch
ZOMBIE CRAZE
This is all unscripted - the party turns to complete chaos
as the zombies infect the rest of the people,
Mitzy - she gets bit, and there is blood on her dress, but
she escapes through the back fence gate into the woods - her
death scene will be filmed at a later date.
If Anita is at the party, then she will be taken by 8 Ball
and Jolly Pop. They will tie her up to kill her later.
8 Ball and Jolly Pop will have guns, knives, and other
weapons to kill the zombies.
at some point 8 Ball encounters Matt Lake, but he just sits
down with him and drinks a glass of scotch, while you see
Jolly Pop in the background killing off zombies.
After all of the zombies are dead, all that is left is Anita
who is tied up in the shed, Mitzy who escaped into the
woods, and Matt Lake
TAKING ANITA TO THE SHED
JOLLY POP
Holding out the balloons and kind of mad/sad
Do you want a Balloon?
ANITA
no, get away from me, what the hell
is going on
JOLLY POP
You should have taken the balloons!
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ANITA
screams when 8 Ball grabs her, but he has his hand over her
mouth, she fights for a bit
8 BALL
grabs anita from behind covering her mouth and laughing,
Anita Foster, seen any clowns
lately? Parents be careful,
hahahah(laughs) guess you weren’t
careful enough were you?
JOLLY POP
opens the door to the shed, you can see zombies in
the background, people screaming, etc.
they take Anita into the shed - the door closes and quick
shot back to people attacking each other, turning into
zombies, the zombies eventually go towards the shed - oddly
enough they ignore Matt Lake
Inside of the shed, Anita is either handcuffed to tied up
JOLLY POP
stands there with a syringe
8 BALL
it was so rude of you not to take
the balloons, you really upset
Jolly Pop. He just wanted to make
you happy. Now you my Brown Sugar
you are going to get fucked by a
Mexican Horse.(crazy laugh) And you
are going to float and float and
float (
JOLLY POP
squirts out a little heroin or whatever is in the syringe
Ha ha ha, you should have taken the
balloons
8 BALL
I’ve got some bad news for you
sunshine
JOLLY POP
you don’t look happy,
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ANITA
what?
JOLLY POP
you should have taken the balloon
ANITA
what do you want from me
8 Ball and Jolly Pop together
8 BALL
We want you to be HAPPY!
JOLLY POP
We want you to be HAPPY!
8 BALL
my magic hat please
JOLLY POP
hands the magic hat to 8 ball
8 BALL
pulls out an 8 ball from the hat
what to do with you, hmmm, I wonder
what the magic 8 ball would want me
to do?
ANITA
get out get out of here, leave me
alone
JOLLY POP
points a gun at her and shushes her
shhhhhh! or I’ll splatter your
brains all over
ANITA
please leave me alone, please, I
have children, please, no
JOLLY POP
children? I love playing games with
children - where are they? (really
excited)
ANITA
No!
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8 BALL
gets close to her wielding a syringe he pulled out of the
magic hat
there are clowns in Patterson Park,
there are clowns in the inner
harbor, there are clowns, there are
clowns, there are clowns everywhere
(laughs hysterically)
keep you kids safe?
oh, that was great advice, keep
your kids safe from clowns?
seriously in this fucked up city?
How many people have been killed so
far this year, 300 350? how many
are too many? It’s never enough. I
have killed my fair share, but
Baltimore, wow, it’s killed a lot
more than I ever have and it’s
never going to stop is it?
ANITA
no and yes it’s truly sad
JOLLY POP
holds up two syringes
Carfentanly or Krokodile?
ANITA
goes into a begging/pleading mode during this
8 BALL
you choose Jolly
JOLLY POP
hands him the syringe with Carfentanyl
8 BALL
now it’s time for Anita Foster to
sign off
Grabs her arm and shoots her up and she dies
it takes a while for her to die, while she is dying, choking
on vomit, etc. 8 ball goes on a slight rant.
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JOLLY POP
she doesn’t look happy

goes over and puts a smile on her face with red makeup there, that’s a little better
8 BALL
Heroin, oh heroin can be one dirty
bitch, taking down a whole city,
destroying society and making them
all mad, leaning, oh how they lean,
bunch of zombies if you ask me,
unclean needles spreading their
disease, infecting the babies, and
destroying all there is to life,
taking away all of the joy, the
happiness that I try to bring.
Happy or not this show has come to
an end. Enjoy your trip Anita
Foster.
hands 8 Ball the syringe
8 BALL
and 8 Ball shoots her up
you head pounding on the shed and growling, it’s the zombies
at the shed door.
JOLLY POP
Oh fun, zombies
8 BALL
We’ll be back for you Anita, oh
it’s going to be one hell of a
party
JOLLY POP
look an ax
8 BALL
we got to go kill some zombies
They pull out a chain saw, ax, and other weapons
POV Anita looking out window of the shed, you see 8 Ball and
Jolly killing some of the zombies, she is drugged up and
can’t get away, but does struggle a bit.
the chain saw is at her legs, as it was an electric chain
saw so they couldn’t use it.
This feeds back into Matt Lake in the earlier section
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DECISIONS
this depends on if Anita shows up
Matt Lake and 8 Ball are drinking scotch, Jolly Just
finished off the last of the zombies. the dialog will change
a bit if Anita is not here
8 BALL
Can you keep an eye on the shed,
make sure Anita doesn’t escape, we
got to go find that little
princess, it’s her birthday after
all
MATT LAKE
Cheers - they clink glasses drink, and 8 Ball and Jolly Pop
head out of the fence
That is a cut there for tonight
KILLING ANITA
8 Ball and Jolly Pop went into the woods to find the girl
MATT LAKE
Gets up and walks over to the shed, opens the door
Anita is in there kind of groggy from being drugged up
ANITA
Help me
MATT LAKE
Sees the chain saw, picks it up, looks at her, then exits
the building
I’ll be back
he goes out into the yard and grabs an extension cord that
is plugged in, plugs in the chain saw and revs it up and
heads back into the shed
He opens the door
MATT LAKE
I’m Back (says this in a creepy
voice)
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you hear the chain saw rev up and Anita screams, blood
splatters on the window inside the shed as you hear Matt
Cutting her up with the chain saw.
After a few moments he exits with blood splattered on him,
he simply walks back over to his chair, sits down and pours
another glass of scotch, the camera moves in macro and goes
out of focus with the glass of scotch to his mouth

